Past and Future

Boon Wurrung Language Activity Area

Campfire Public Plaza

Crosswalk to Beach
Language "Play" Fountain
Language "Welcome" Sunken Rest Area
Solar Panel
Theatre Public Space
Palais Theatre

Other View Points:
The playing area is inspired by patterns of native language. We design three sunken rest areas base on three patterns of Boon Wurrung Language. They are "Welcome", "Play" and "Happy". These three sunken rest areas all have different function. We hope make the playing area have meaning of welcoming to here and enjoy this site. We also design crosswalk to connect main site and beach. There are annulus patterns on the surface of walkway. This connected pattern can make the design become more complete. People also can see the huge screen when they walk on this crosswalk. There also are modern totem poles on the both sides of the crosswalk. These modern totem poles and huge screen can guide people go to the Campfire Public Plaza.